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AI in the Headlines This Week

What is Artificial Intelligence anyway?

Explanation of some oft-used terms

Why is AI so popular now?

How would I find the most popular AI tools?

Examples of what to use AI tools for

AI and Photo Editing

Challenges of AI



Headline NY Times Oct 30



Headline CNBC Oct 30



Headline CNBC Oct 30



Europe working on AI regulations too



Headline from today - AI Summit in the UK



AI Summit in the UK

In a first for Western efforts to manage its safe development, a 
Chinese vice minister joined U.S. and EU leaders and tech bosses 
such as Elon Musk and ChatGPT's Sam Altman at Bletchley Park, 
home of Britain's World War Two code-breakers.

More than 25 countries present, including the United States and 
China, as well as the EU, signed a "Bletchley Declaration" saying 
countries needed to work together and establish a common 
approach on oversight.

https://www.reuters.com/world/uk/bletchley-park-five-facts-about-uks-ai-safety-summit-venue-2023-11-01/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ai-safety-summit-2023-the-bletchley-declaration/the-bletchley-declaration-by-countries-attending-the-ai-safety-summit-1-2-november-2023


Businesses are happy about this

While businesses often chafe at new federal regulation, 
executives at companies like Microsoft, Google, OpenAI 
and Meta have all said that they fully expect the United 

States to regulate the technology — and some executives, 
surprisingly, have seemed a bit relieved. 

Companies say they are worried about corporate liability 
if the more powerful systems they use are abused. 

And they are hoping that putting a government 
imprimatur on some of their A.I.-based products may 

alleviate concerns among consumers.



What is Artificial Intelligence? 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a broad field of 
computer science that deals with the creation of 
intelligent agents, which are systems that can 
reason, learn, and act autonomously. 



Another definition 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the theory and development of 

computer systems that can perform tasks that typically require 

human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition, 

decision-making, and language translation



Yet another definition 



Here are some of the terms that are 
often seen in discussions of AI

Machine Learning (ML)

 Training

Deep Learning (DL)

 Neural Network

Natural Language Processor (NLP)

Chatbot



Machine learning (ML): 

ML is a type of AI that allows software 
applications to become more accurate in 
predicting outcomes without being explicitly 
programmed. ML algorithms learn from data 
and improve their performance over time.

Example: A spam filter uses ML to learn to 
identify spam emails.



Training



Deep Learning (DL)
  A type of ML that uses artificial neural 
networks to learn from data. Neural 
Networks are inspired by the structure and 
function of the human brain, and they are 
able to learn complex patterns from large 
amounts of data.

Example: A facial recognition system uses DL 
to identify people in photos and videos.





This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fneur.2019.00869/full
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


Natural language processing (NLP)
NLP is a field of AI that deals with the 
interaction between computers and human 
(natural) languages. NLP algorithms can be 
used to understand and generate human 
language, and they are used in a wide variety 
of applications, such as machine translation, 
chatbots, and speech recognition.

Example: A chatbot uses NLP to understand 
and respond to customer queries in a natural 
way.



This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

https://devopedia.org/natural-language-processing
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Chatbot
A chatbot is a software application that is designed to 

imitate human conversation through text or voice 

commands. 

Chatbots are used in customer service, marketing, and 

other applications where human-like interaction is 

desired 



This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

https://technofaq.org/posts/2021/06/chatbot-technology-everything-you-need-to-know/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


What factors have contributed to the 

recent and unprecedented growth of AI 

tools?



Advancements in computing power: 

The availability of high-performance computing resources has 

enabled researchers to develop more sophisticated AI models 

that can process vast amounts of data and perform complex 

calculations 



Advancements in computing power: 

AI technology is largely implemented by Graphic Processing 

Units (GPUs), rather than Central Processing Units (CPUs)



GPUs vs CPUs

GPUs are now used more often than CPUs for AI technology because 
they are better suited for parallel processing. 

CPUs are designed to process tasks one at a time, while GPUs can 
process many tasks simultaneously. 

This makes GPUs ideal for AI workloads, which often involve 
performing millions or even billions of calculations on large datasets.



GPUs vs CPUs

In addition to being faster at parallel processing, GPUs also have 
other advantages over CPUs for AI workloads. 

For example, GPUs have more memory bandwidth, which means 
they can move data between the CPU and GPU more quickly. 

This is important for AI workloads, which often involve working with 
large datasets



Nvidia is the big winner in GPUs 



Big Data 

The proliferation of digital devices and the 
internet has led to the generation of massive 

amounts of data.

This data is used to train AI models, which 
can then be used to make predictions or 

decisions

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2023/01/davos23-biggest-ai-developments-how-to-use-them/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2023/01/davos23-biggest-ai-developments-how-to-use-them/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2023/01/davos23-biggest-ai-developments-how-to-use-them/


ChatGPT

It really kicked off the wave of AI interest

ChatGPT is a large language model chatbot developed 
by OpenAI.

It was launched in November 2022 and quickly became 
popular, gaining over 100 million users in just a few 

months.

 ChatGPT became so popular so fast because it is easy 
to use, engaging, and versatile.



Microsoft recently invested $10 Billion into 
OpenAI

Microsoft will be bringing into its products (Office, 

PowerPoint, Word, etc.) the AI capabilities of ChatGPT



What are the most popular AI tools I 

could use?

ChatGPT

Google Bard

Microsoft Bing



ChatGPT



ChatGPT

Here are some steps to find and use ChatGPT:
1.Create an OpenAI account: To use ChatGPT, you need to create an OpenAI 
account. You can sign up for free at chat.openai.com.
2.Verify your phone number: Once you have created an account, you will need 
to verify your phone number to complete the setup process.
3.Log in to ChatGPT: After verifying your phone number, you can log in to 
ChatGPT at chat.openai.com. Alternatively, you can download the mobile app 
for Android or iPhone.
4.Start chatting: Once you are logged in, you can start chatting with ChatGPT by 
typing a question or prompt and pressing enter. ChatGPT will generate a 
response based on the input.



Here is the website for ChatGPT



Here I ask ChatGPT to write a poem



Here is the poem



Here I ask ChatGPT to plan a vacation to Paris



ChatGPT plans it based on the parameters I gave it



ChatGPT plans it



ChatGPT plans it



ChatGPT is also available as an app in the Apple Store 

so you can run it on Apple devices



ChatGPT is also available as an App in the Google Play 

Store, allowing it to run on Android devices



Google Bard

To find and use Google Bard, you can follow these steps:
1.Go to bard.google.com.
2.If you're not already signed in, sign in to your Google Account.
3.In the text box at the bottom, enter your question or prompt.
4.Optionally, to add a photo to your prompt, tap Upload image .
5.Tap Submit.
Bard will generate a response to your question or prompt. You can then 
view or edit the response, or generate new dra

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

https://mb0001.tistory.com/entry/%EA%B5%AC%EA%B8%80-%EB%B0%94%EB%93%9CGoogle-Bard%EC%97%90-%EB%8C%80%ED%95%9C-%ED%9D%A5%EB%AF%B8%EB%A1%9C%EC%9A%B4-%EC%86%8C%EC%8B%9D%EC%9D%B4-%EC%9E%88%EC%96%B4%EC%9A%94
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


Google Bard- Website



Here I ask Bard to write a little essay for me



Here is the first part of what Bard generated 



And the second part



Let’s ask Bard the same question about the Paris 

vacation as did we for ChatGPT and see if it 

comes up with a different answer



Here is the Three Day Trip as planned by Bard





Google is extending Bard to work with 

other Google products



Google is extending Bard to work with 

other Google products



More about Bard integration:

Bard integrates with other Google products in a number of 

ways, including:

Bard Extensions: Bard Extensions is a new feature that allows users to interact 

with Bard from within other Google products, such as Gmail, Docs, Drive, Maps, 

YouTube, Flights, and Hotels. 

This makes it possible to get Bard's help with complex tasks without having to 

switch between different apps. 

For example, a user could ask Bard to pull flight and hotel details, directions, and 

videos about the destination when planning a trip from Google tools.



More about Bard integration:

Bard integrates with other Google products in a number of 

ways, including:

Bard Extensions: Bard Extensions is a new feature that allows users to interact 

with Bard from within other Google products, such as Gmail, Docs, Drive, Maps, 

YouTube, Flights, and Hotels. 

This makes it possible to get Bard's help with complex tasks without having to 

switch between different apps. 

For example, a user could ask Bard to pull flight and hotel details, directions, and 

videos about the destination when planning a trip from Google tools.



Can I find Bard in either the Apple 

Store or the Google Play Store?

Not at this point



Microsoft Bing

Part of Microsoft’s deal with OpenAI was to be able to take the 

ChatGPT technology and make it part of other Microsoft products – 

the first big beneficiary of this is Microsoft Bing.

Bing is the Microsoft competitor to Google search and has never been 

very popular

Microsoft hopes that enhancing Bing with this new AI capability will then 

make it more competitive with Google 



Microsoft Bing

Part of Microsoft’s deal with OpenAI was to be able to take the 

ChatGPT technology and make it part of other Microsoft products – 

the first big beneficiary of this is Microsoft Bing.

Bing is the Microsoft competitor to Google search and has never been 

very popular

Microsoft hopes that enhancing Bing with this new AI capability will then 

make it more competitive with Google 



Here is the website for Bing – I click on Learn more



This pops up



Microsoft Bing



Ask Bing chat to explain something



Bing answers



Bing answers



Bing shows you the websites from 
which it gleaned it’s answer



Let’s ask Bing that familiar question 
about planning a vacation to Paris



Here is Bing’s take on this



The second part of the answer also shows the 
sources from which Bing gleaned  the information



What else does Microsoft plan for AI ?

Windows Copilot is a new AI-powered 
feature that will be integrated into Windows 
11. It was announced at the Microsoft 
Surface event on September 22, 2023, and is 
expected to be released in 2024.

Microsoft 365 Copilot is another new AI-
powered feature that was announced on 
March 16, 2023. It is currently in limited 
private preview, and is expected to be 
released to the general public in 2024.



Windows CoPilot

Windows Copilot is designed to be a general-purpose AI companion that can help 
you with a variety of tasks, such as:
•Answering your questions in a comprehensive and informative way
•Generating different creative text formats of text content, like 
poems, code, scripts, musical pieces, email, letters, etc.
•Translating languages
•Helping you with your work and studies



Microsoft 365 Copilot

Microsoft 365 Copilot is designed to be a more specific AI assistant 
for Microsoft 365 users. It can help you with tasks such as:
•Creating drafts of content
•Suggesting different ways to word something you've written
•Suggesting and inserting images
•Creating PowerPoint presentations from your Word documents
•Scheduling meetings and sending email



Where can I find Bing Chat ?

It is on the Apple Store



What about Android ?

It Is on the Google Play Store



AI and Photo Editing

The expert on this is Larry Laursen and he will be 

discussing this in much more detail at the 

December New Technologies SIG meeting

Since I know so little about this topic, I just go ask 
the AI tools for help



I ask ChatGPT



ChatGPT gives me a lot of information



More from ChatGPT



Even more from ChatGPT



I ask Bard – who is a little less wordy than ChatGPT



And More from Bard



Now Bing will weigh in on this subject



Now Bing will weigh in on this subject



Bing is much more concise than the other AI tools



Remember earlier I asked ChatGPT to write a poem



And it came back with this?



I can ask ChatGPT to write that same poem , but as 

Robert Frost would have



Here that is



There are some big challenges that arise with 

AI 



I asked ChatGPT for the seven most important challenges 
facing AI and put that in one slide as bullet points



It comes back with this



It comes back with this



I asked Bard the same 



And then Bing 



And then Bing 



Here is an example of the kind of products that software 
companies are now offering that leverage AI



This is an AI oriented tool from “LIVEPERSON” that is 
oriented for support desks for customers



This is an AI writing tool - Grammarly



The app can be downloaded for WIndows



Here is an example of Grammarly



I ask Grammarly to write a status report for the Grand 
Computers Club New Technologies SIG



Here is what it came up with



GitHub has been a prominent technology for coding

It now has an AI capability that will generate code



Here is some info about how it works

GitHub Copilot is a popular AI code generation tool that can be used to 
generate code in a variety of programming languages, including Python, 
Java, JavaScript, and C++. It is integrated with GitHub and other popular 
code editors, making it easy to use.
Here is an example of how to use GitHub Copilot to generate code:
1.Open your code editor and start typing code. GitHub Copilot will suggest 
code completions and snippets based on the context of your code.
2.To accept a suggestion, press Tab or Enter. To reject a suggestion, press 
Esc.
3.GitHub Copilot can also generate code from natural language prompts. To 
do this, type a natural language prompt into a comment and GitHub Copilot 
will generate code based on your prompt.



Here is an example



That’s it for now 

Any questions ?
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